
This report looks at the following areas:

And its role in the media is very important since it is one of the few remaining
types of content that is at its best when viewed live – thereby creating demand
for traditional TV subscriptions and offering advertisers opportunities for
commercial spots. But sports media appears to be on the cusp of change as a
result of evolving demographics and technologies. While still incredibly
valuable, it is unclear exactly how sports will adapt in the digital age.
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elicit as much passion as
professional sports. A cursory
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• Sports leagues are valuable and growing
• Sports broadcasts are among the most watched live events
• Women’s leagues are fighting for stability and equality
• Globalization of media content means more competition
• The emergence of web-based sports broadcast services
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• Sports leagues are valuable and growing
• Sports broadcasts are among the most watched live events

• Women’s leagues are fighting for stability and equality
• Globalization of media content means more competition

• The emergence of web-based sports broadcast services
Figure 1: DAZN Canada Instagram Post, December 2019
Figure 2: Introducing MLB Game of the Week Live on YouTube,
July 2019

• Sports leagues followed
• How consumers are accessing sports
• Reaching the non-fan
• Sports media beyond the live event
• How consumers involve themselves with sports
• What young people want in sports content

• Most consumers follow at least one pro sports league
Figure 3: Repertoire – number of sports leagues followed,
December 2019
Figure 4: Repertoire – number of sports leagues followed, by
gender, December 2019
Figure 5: NFL Shop Instagram Post, October 2019
Figure 6: Repertoire – number of sports leagues followed, by
region, December 2019
Figure 7: Repertoire – number of sports leagues followed, by
household income, December 2019
Figure 8: Repertoire – number of sports leagues followed,
have cable/satellite TV vs do not have cable/satellite TV,
December 2019
Figure 9: Repertoire – number of sports leagues followed, by
personal experience with organized sports, December 2019

• NHL is the most followed sports league in Canada
Figure 10: Sports leagues followed, December 2019
Figure 11: Follow the NHL, by age, December 2019
Figure 12: Follow the NHL, by age and gender, December
2019
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Figure 13: Leagues followed: NHL vs CFL, by region,
December 2019
Figure 14: NHL Instagram Post, October 2019

• The battle for second spot: NBA, MLB, NFL and CFL
• NFL vs CFL football in Canada

Figure 15: Football leagues followed: NFL vs CFL, by region,
December 2019

• The NBA and MLB seem to be moving in different directions
Figure 16: Sports leagues followed: NBA vs MLB, by age,
December 2019

• Cable/satellite TV is still the leading way to watch sports
Figure 17: Sources used for live sports events, December 2019
Figure 18: Watch live sports events on cable/satellite TV, by
age, December 2019
Figure 19: Watch live sports events on cable/satellite TV, by
sports league followed, December 2019

• Consumers are getting more online options for live sports
events
Figure 20: Sources used for live sports events, have cable/
satellite TV at home vs don’t have cable/satellite TV at home,
December 2019
Figure 21: Video sources at home, by age, December 2019

• Traditional AM/FM radio remains relevant
Figure 22: Listened to live sports event on AM/FM radio in
past 12 months, by age, December 2019

• Consumers who do not follow sports are still an opportunity
Figure 23: Others in household who follow sports, December
2019
Figure 24: Others in household who follow sports, by gender
and marital status, December 2019

• Capitalizing on bandwagon fans
Figure 25: Bandwagon fans, by age and gender, December
2019
Figure 26: Bandwagon fans, by living location, December
2019
Figure 27: Raptors Instagram Post, June 2019

• Highlights play an important role in sports media
Figure 28: Sports content types, December 2019
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Figure 29: Type of sports highlights watched, by age,
December 2019
Figure 30: Pause/record live sports events to watch later, by
age, December 2019

• Pre- and post-game shows could face a challenging future
Figure 31: Pre- and postgame show usage, by age,
December 2019
Figure 32: Multitasking with other devices while watching
sports, by age, December 2019

• Fans actively involve themselves with fantasy sports and
betting
Figure 33: Participate in fantasy sports, by age and gender,
December 2019
Figure 34: Regularly bet on sports, by age and gender,
December 2019
Figure 35: Regularly watch sports events that don’t include
favourite team, overall vs fantasy players and bettors,
December 2019
Figure 36: Fantasy sports and regular betting activity, by
leagues followed, December 2019

• Sports fans are seeking out additional content
Figure 37: Additional sports content consumed, December
2019
Figure 38: Additional sports content consumed, by age,
December 2019
Figure 39: Additional sports content consumed, overall vs
18-34 men, December 2019

• 18-24 year olds are following a wide array of sports leagues
Figure 40: Sports leagues followed, by age, December 2019
Figure 41: MLB Instagram Post, August 2019
Figure 42: Let The Kids Play 2.0, March 2019
Figure 43: I follow professional athletes on social media, by
age, December 2019

• Young sports fans want change in sports broadcasts
Figure 44: Features wanted more of in sports coverage,
overall vs 18-24, December 2019
Figure 45: Best of Mic’d Up – Stanley Cup Final, June 2019
Figure 46: A culmination of special Statcast records in 2017,
November 2017
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Figure 47: NHL Instagram Post, January 2020
• Athletes’ personalities play an important role for young fans

Figure 48: Biznasty, Andreescu, Oleksiak & Bichette Join Serge
Ibaka for Holiday Dinner! – Presented by Loblaws, December
2019
Figure 49: Canucks Visit BC Children’s Hospital, December
2019
Figure 50: Leaf to Leaf presented by Rogers: Jason Spezza
Pulls it Off, December 2019

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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